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CSI AND BSD PLEDGE CONTINUED COLLABORATION AMID 

OWNERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT CHANGES 
 
The CEOs of the Construction Specifications Institute (CSI) and Building Systems Design, Inc. (BSD) say 
they’re enthusiastic about the next chapter of collaboration following ownership and management 
changes at Building Systems Design, Inc. (BSD).  They assured customers and members of the 
architecture, engineering, construction and owners’ community that their relationship remains solid, as 
evidenced by the pledge from newly appointed BSD CEO Daimon Bridge to continue the organization’s 
Platinum-level Corporate Partner relationship with CSI.  
 
Mark Dorsey, CSI CEO, welcomed Daimon Bridge as BSD Speclink’s new CEO. “We’re glad to see 
Daimon rise from within the BSD ranks. His background and experience are especially important as we 
navigate the Schneider acquisition of RIB and BSD, as well as CSI exiting its position as a BSD 
shareholder. These changes mean important support for CSI learning and technical programs for the 
benefit of the industry.”  
 
Daimon Bridge, BSD CEO, affirmed his confidence in the solid relationship between BSD and CSI. “BSD 
has witnessed phenomenal growth over the past four years, and CSI’s support has played a major role in 
our success. We look forward to our continued collaboration to serve professionals in the AECO 
community.” 
 
About Construction Specifications Institute  
Founded in 1948, The Construction Specifications Institute (www.csiresources.org) is a national 
association of more than 7,000 members dedicated to improving the communication of construction 
information throughout continuous development and transformation of standards and formats, education 
and certification of professionals to improve project delivery processes. CSI members work tirelessly to 
effectively communicate the designers’ vision, the material producers’ solutions and the constructors’ 
techniques to create outstanding facilities that meet facility owners’ objectives. For more information, 
please visit https://www.csiresources.org. 

 

About BSD SpecLink 
Founded in 1983, Building Systems Design, Inc. (BSD) provides advanced specification and 
interoperability solutions to architects, engineers, specifiers, and building owners nationwide. The 
company is focused on bringing technology to market that drives collaboration, simplifies design, and 
increases efficiency for all stakeholders in the design and construction process. 

For more information on BSD, visit http://try.bsdspeclink.com/aeo/  
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